To be or not to be Planet Terminator,the supreme decision on Climate.
Trump became next president,who is friendly with Putin,so the Hell of Syria must be soon
settled without WW
world,

,however both are climate denyers at now.In peace established

the deadly climate could not help to be ,but the highest priority task !!!.Above

all,East Siberian Arctic Shelf is facing imminent Methane Catastrophe Risk !!!.Not only
both nations,but also other nations must take urgent actions with together !!!!!. 2016/11/13
[１]：The Highest Priority Task of the World at Now !＝Climate !!!.
⑴The hidden historical background(First of all,war must precedently be stopped !)
Since 2001/9/11,the world, especially in Middle East Muslim Nations has been being lipread
with false terrors and regional wars by ruthless conspiration due to US military industry
media complex-CIA(MIC) employing so called ISIS.ISIS was made by USA to conspire
false flag wars due to the strategy of perpetual wars toward global hegemony win.
Their superficial reason is getting profit in the war(huge military expenditure by US citizen
tax).Another hidden supreme reason is hiding worsened climate in order not to rise it top
stage of international debate. This is entirely due to the US emperor Rockefeller(the oil
merchant EXXON-MOBIL)who has been endeavoring not to rise climate debate.Their
influence is global in research & educational org,mass media,and business society.
Then Rise of Trump may be very singular in modern USA history,because he is outsider of
the stubborn USA wartime regime ruled by Rockefeller with MIC.He is not a person in
military industry complex(the war economy having been biting national big budget),but
independent rich which enable presidency candidate.His idea may be as follows.It’s
escaping from war economy,but retro-recovering industry to save mass declined middle
class in USA.It also deadly trial to evade WWⅢ between Russia and USA,which is called
operation End Game to exterminate mass global people in order to accomplish noble elite’s
final surviving.Thereby only Putin Russia who know above serious affairs welcomed
Trump.Both of their endeavoring has great possibility of Establishing Global Peace Era
since 2001/9/11.
http://heatst.com/politics/kremlin-clinton-victory-would-have-led-to-world-war-3-between-russia-and-the-us/

Note it is unprecedented challenging the USA regime(the NAZIS reincarnated nation after
the war).Thereby desperate emigrant people In USA never kill him.He would try to save also
them before long. A business man could make a solution to overcome the desperate.
However even having accomplished global military peace,we have been facing another
supreme extinction risk by Climate Catastrophe,of which settlment has little time !!

⑵Collective Cowardice＝Psychological Pathology on Climate<the current situation>.
http://thenelsondaily.com/news/column-collective-cowardice-climate-change-42984#.WCV
RG9KLR0w
For almost people facing livelihood difficulty at now,certainly climate can not become urgent
problem(but for many at now,it had already become urgent problem(strong drought,big
floods,sea level rise,.... !!).The most troublesome matter is that climate could not be cured
by instant fixing operation,but by far precedented and global fixing one.It is precedented
being hospital where no free by any more. Urging free means nothing ,but death in hell.
Especially sick business society terrazzo hate this fact. But their result is too evident
enough.After all they has merely been ignoring for the time being. Then so called climate
den yer would be terribly accused at when climate would have revealed its true appearance
of the Grim Reaper. Can they not guess it ???.
⑶Climate scientists and engineer fear for Trump’s abolishing climate policy.
Donald Trump Could Put Climate Change on Course for ‘Danger Zone NOV,10, 2016
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/11/us/politics/donald-trump-climate-change.html?action=cl
ick&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=span-abc-region&region=spa
n-abc-region&WT.nav=span-abc-region&_r=0
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-zero-out-federal-clean-energy-56cca794790#.8kk11gu10
⑷Don’t accuse politician,but accuse ownself who can’t declare climate wartime !!.
Climate change is far more than any wars,because it is planetary mass extinction event.
Thereby declaring climate wartime is not exageration,but unique and only solution,
Note it is not politician,but doctor,only who can declare to patient to be in hospital bed !!.
If climate scientist in global could not declare climate wartime,it’s them who are cowardice.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transitio
n-without-confusions.pd
⑷No necessity the climate scientists who can not declare climate war.
Now climate had become seriously worsened to be noticeable to every people,so denying
climate is fatal as responsible politician.Also silent climate scientists are told irresponsible.
Climate science society seems that they put the deadly climate responsibility to rather
ignorant politician.Certainly a politician is short sighted by imminent busy works.If so,why
they will not confess those serious fact to people directly to turn the deadly situation.

⑸Climate denying politicians are planet terminators.
Climate has been becoming worsened,which ,at now ,non can deny,so climate denyer must
be terminated.If climate cure was decisively impossible,also author must be terminated.

[２]：Once having declared climate wartime regime(→planed economy),

mass employment with mass leisure become possible !! .
Above too big task is decisive to assure people’s life,while authors ability is evidently
limited.Thereby he entirely wish many researchers trial !!!.
*the tool kits(but incomplete)for planed economy in climate wartime.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

*study on actual historical wartime regime economy may be available !
Because,fundamentaly all nation people must become soldiers who are assured life by
nation.At first ,General Head Quater on climate war must be established in government
Fundamental idea is saving foods-water,energy and housing and various care service,
⑴Another urgent special project is Arctic Cooling Implementation by global endeavoring.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
Above all,East Siberian Arctic Shelf is facing imminent Methane Catastroph Risk !!!.
Not only USA & Russia,but also other nations must take urgent actions with together !!!!!.
This is Russian&Vegas Roulette by ultra large scale project which need global investment.
⑵Even 80%CO2 reduction,about 40～60 years is necessary to recover stable climate.
*Atmospheric Carbon Absorbing Plant must urgently be studied and implement the plants!.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
Depending on the plant scale,it could accomplish shorter time recovering !!.
This is also large scale project which needs global investment.

As for renewable energy technology,author is optimistic.Once climate wartime regime
established, any nation would rapidly turn to developing and implementing the technology !.

In abroad,renewable energy is remarkably growing.
http://www.asyura2.com/16/genpatu46/msg/457.html
http://planetsave.com/2016/10/25/renewables-now-half-new-electrical-capacity-growing/
http://www.cestarcollege.com/blog/renewable-energy/growing-job-opportunities-in-renewabl
e-energy/

⑶Then ordinal weapon is renewable energy machines and the attached apparatus.
Transportation System must be revolutionalized toward less CO2 emission !
Wind turbine with Hydrogen gas generation may be best tool !!
Appendix-3:Hydro Generation & Dehydro Generation
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

⑷Increasing and saving foods & water is also seriously important in wild climate era.
In climate wartime,agriculture must face its vulnerability in long time wild climate,
So risk evading is only increasing foods production with less CO2 emission.
⑸Land and Marine Geo-Engineering.
Desert forestation project must be implemented.
Algal plantation in coastal lines must be implemented.
Necessity is mother of invention,Climate wartime regime is to enforce people bitter life,
However it is bitter life itself that could accelerate rapid,good and many inventions.
Do not much worry before doing,but having done would cause good results !!.

Without hope, when also mixing and doing to seem,
there is often a thing it’ll be(W.Shakespeare).
Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase,
just take the first step(M.L.King).
*2016/11/13

APPENDIX_1：Solving the Trump Paradox<Anti-Trump Riots after the Election>.
Donald Trump’s US presidential election win sparks riots by Hillary Clinton fans as
fighting erupts outside the White House, 9/11/2016
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2147684/violence-erupts-across-the-us-as-pro-clinton-fansriot-after-donald-trumps-shock-election-win/
Pro-Clinton supporters clashed with Trump fans in major cities within minutes of the
billionaire being named president
Author’s most question is why they could not have riot against Hillary when Mr Sanders the
top runner was defeated by fraud voting operation in the Democrats ??.
HILLARY SUPPORTERS BURN AMERICAN FLAG, RIOT, THREATEN TO KILL TRUMP
AFTER LOSING ELECTION, NOVEMBER 9, 2016
http://www.infowars.com/hillary-supporters-burn-american-flag-riot-threaten-to-kill-trump-aft
er-losing-election/
Death threats against president-elect explode on social media.
In USA,those who will do truth never fail,but be target of political assassination.
Kremlin: Clinton Victory Would Have Led to World War 3 Between Russia and the US
November 9, 2016

http://heatst.com/politics/kremlin-clinton-victory-would-have-led-to-world-war-3-between-rus
sia-and-the-us/
'Health problems to force Russian president to stand down NEXT YEAR' Nov 11, 2016
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/731307/Vladimir-Putin-resign-Russian-president-quit
VLADIMIR Putin could be forced to quit the Kremlin next year because of his worsening
health, an insider has claimed.
This may mean that Putin judged his mission to prevent WW

has accomplished by

Trump’s winning,who is friendly with Putin Russia.Also it is governmental power transition to
next younger Russian generation,to whom he give free will to decide their critical future.
Also he is not simply noticeable Russian hero.it is Russian power who has been intercepting
the ruthless ISIS invasion to Middle East and other disputed regions.Without him the partner
for USA and Russia reconciliation,also the rise of Trump might have been impossible.
Donald Trump Could Put Climate Change on Course for ‘Danger Zone NOV,10, 2016
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/11/us/politics/donald-trump-climate-change.html?action=cl
ick&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=span-abc-region&region=spa
n-abc-region&WT.nav=span-abc-region&_r=0

Solving the Trump Paradox:
In conscious or non-conscious,the most fear for American may be power threatening of the
military industry media complex with CIA(MIC).In fact,president Kennedy(1963) was
assassinated due to his trial to reform the evil power, which was terribly accused in the
famous presidency farewell addressing by former President Eisenhower(1961). For almost
50years long after that tragedy,none American would actually try to resist the power.
Then 2016,the D.Trump emerged with indicating the truth of 9/11,which had caused
strong shock for the MIC regime(Jeff Bush was their agent presidency candidate).It is the
utmost taboo in the conservative society American Establishment.Of course it is too
dangerous also for Trump.Thereby,he could not help,but play rather absurd actor.
If he had very honestly and perpetually been telling those fact,he never fail to have been
assassinate.However not few wise American had noticed his hidden true intention(against
the MIC regime).Thanks to his outrageous absurd speeches,those supporters are told not to
declare his support.It may be which that could have deceived poll survey by established
media the mass liar.Simultaneously very sincere and able Mr B.Sanders accused evil ruling
of the wealthy American Establishment.However he was substantially politically assassinate
by the fraud election process in the Democrats Party.
Thus authors solution on Trump paradox is intellectual surviving by pretending absurd.
A businessman(engineer) is always forced to derive success,for accomplishing the
aim,they will try and employ any possible solutions to derive good results.
First of all,D.Trump and V.Putin together must try to make rapid cease fire in Syria and
Middle East to evade WW

between Russia and USA.

☞:Now it is told that total voting of Clinton is over that of Trump,which may be fraud to
accuse his winning.So far authors search in previous web poll survey,Trump’s winning was
evident.This is very dangerous accusation toward agitating riots in USA.

Appendix_2：
Author’s Position(unless mistakes,task is not to tell his opinion,but truthes).
His mission must be truth messenger both by science and the holy scriptures(religion).
However to say so,he is incomplete with frequent mistakes,so also you must be truth teller !!.

⑴LOGIC the supreme science for comprehensibility.
Those are simple,but strongest for deriving truthes.Only TRUE is REALIZABLE !!!
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
*A contradiction enable almighty(logic),and vaccum world is contradictional(quantum physics).
*A true is provable ...Goedel’s Completeness Theorem.
**Something is probabilistic due to information loss..Goedel’s Incompleteness Theorem.
You can not tell the maximum number＝M in natural number set N={0,1,2,3,....,M-1,M,M+1,...}.

If you tell M,then M+1 is larger !!!.

Z={1/1,1/2,1/3,...,1/M,1/(M+1),...}.You can tell minimum number in Z, which is zero＝1/max number in N,

while you can not tell the max

number.Thereby real number zero is definte as nothing,while it is indefinite due to that of the max number.

⑵Dynamics due to mα＝F<mass×acceleration＝force).
Results＝Output by Causes.......It is a science duty to predict results by causes.
*A dynamics may be simplest science,because it is ruled by only one the equation.This simplest feature is inherited to elementary particle physics
where so called a Lagrangean rules.That is,once a Lagrangean had determined,all the information for elementary particles can be derived from it.

⑶Religion’s Teach:People must co-live with justice,truth,and mercy.
So far authors survey,any religion tell almost the same matter in the essence.
Almost the matters for mankind is written in the holyscripture. Note revelations were not
told by secular person,but by the other world one.
*Johne’s revelation, Al Qur’an by Muhammad, Panya sutra,
⑷Engineering & Business-Politics.
It is a solution for co-living to derive maximum benefits with less cost by⑴⑵⑶.

ps:It’s established mass media(pro Clinton)who has been betraying mass people !.
Author could not help,but refer to USA who has been too influential to the world.
MIC=military industry media complex with CIA in USA inherited from NAZIS may be utmost
disease, which has been ignoring massive others suffer.Now their influence has become
as hostile ideology -- global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and
insidious in method(Ike).However at now, there emerged a possibility of rising hero(if not
becoming Kennedy)who has been challenging the regime. It could hot help,but tell
outstanding bravely. However D.Trump paid much cost in persuading American voter by the
paradoxical ways. So now is the time to solve the paradox in order to recover the stability
not only in USA,but also the world.
Let us be cool to consider all what he said during election campaign.Those are substantially
almost jokes and trivial to drag accusing from the established mass media.It is they who
substantially has been lying and betraying massive people. The actual fact is upside
down !!!.Thereby to turn the situation,also we must turn our established recognition.
In this sense,let us be careful to reconsider what Trump really intend and do.
Then note a policy never be accomplished by any only president,but by his many
subordinates.It is they that could substantially decide and implement policy.
The most cautious point of Trump presidency is at here !!!.
ps2:It is bankruptcy that could save the world toward total change ?!!.
During transforming process from caterpillar to butterfly in the cocoon,body of caterpillar is
told to be liquidation into parts,and then reforming is to begin.It is also told that a genesis
process is repeat evolution one,however above mentioned process seems different.
Then, is what(where) commander? to totalize controlling the marvelous change ???.Being
caterpillar is very risky as bird’s prey,while becoming butterfly may be discontinuous
transition to the risk evading.It may be possible that in mind of caterpillar,there were strong
wish(image) to fly in the air,but not to crawl on the ground.A strong imagination become
realization ??.It is also told that early infant strong education could make genius,or genius
is childish(Mozart,Feymann(American physicist)).if so,an adult has no hope to evolve ?,
but only to die ??.Being adult is a kind of completion and conserving.It is also told once
people had become rich,they had become terribly conservative without (r)evolution.
They had become slave of pleasure in unrighteousness(ignoring climate and wars).It is
which that has been causing coming (war or climate)catastrophe at now world !!.
By anyhow,even tiny caterpillar can do marvelous discontinuous transition,then if we could
not change,we mankind may be less than that caterpillar ?!!.

